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Power is our Passion
Peax is a premier power and
equipment rental provider offering
a wide range of innovative rental
solutions for power generation and
materials handling including forklifts
and lighting equipment throughout
the kingdom.
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About Us
Peax is a power and equipment rental
company with a long heritage of providing
power solutions, material handling equipment
and other complementary products. Its range
of power equipment starts from conventional
small generators to multi-mega-watt power
solutions, scaling up to 30-50 Megawatts
non-conventional power plants. Additionally
Peax provides customized turn-key solutions
allowing its clients to focus on their core
business without having to worry about
equipment’s investment and operational
requirements.
Proceeding from its vision and mission
statement, of being “The Regional Premier
Power and Equipment Rental Provider,”
the company operates from its headquarters
office in Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia and extends
its services to GCC countries.

Peax has a proven track record of successful
partnership with most of the leading and
prestigious accounts in the region, including
Saudi Aramco, Sabic, and Saudi Electricity
Company. It also serves a wide span of sectors
and applications such as the Oil & Gas,
Construction, Manufacturing, Events &
Hospitality, and other core sectors.
Peax efficient technical & operations’ support
capabilities ensure fast & dynamic mobilization
of equipment, and most importantly, a 24/7
on-call response. With our state-of-the art
GPS remote monitoring and tracking solutions,
clients can always experience a real peace of
mind by having their hired equipment remotely
monitored and instantly looked after.

Peax at a Glance
• Innovative ready-to-move
Power Rental solutions

• Quick response with 24/7 on-call
support teams

• Wide range of Material Handling
& complementary products

• Latest GPS remote control
& monitoring solutions

• Offering solutions that lower
client’s capital investment

• Proven track-record as a reliable
partner

• End to end worry-free equipment
& operations

"Peax is responsive, adaptable and flexible
in delivering on-demand power generation and rental equipment"
3
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Message from the Peax Team
It gives us pleasure to welcome you to Peax,
the region’s prime power rental provider.
In today’s challenging business environment,
professional executives are fully focused on
successfully running their own business, in
a way that leaves no room for the extra burden
of sourcing, owning and maintaining their source
of power and/or their fleet of equipment.
Since its early start in 1997, as the rental arm of
Saudi Diesel Equipment Company, in the Eastern
Province of Saudi Arabia, Peax recognized
the growing demand for reliable power and
equipment rental solutions, among its client’s
base of different activities and diverse sectors.
Peax therefore set its strategic business model
to make the most innovative power rental
solutions, lifting equipment and complementary
products in the industry, readily available in
our yards to meet majority of our partners’
related requirements.
With an in-depth knowledge gained over
four decades of experience in the industry,
our dedicated power projects experts, are
well prepared to assist in sizing and selecting
the right solutions for different and special

Our Philosophy

applications, while our broad range of
complementary services efficiently facilitate
PEAX solutions logistics and commissioning.

As a premier equipment and power rental provider,
Peax is taking a leadership position in the dynamic
and fast growing rental sector.

commissioning, and service support, Peax
equipment and power rental solution is
benchmarked to international standards.

At Peax we give top priority to equipment
availability & durability. With this in mind, we
have developed a top-notch service operation
portfolio, deploying competent & well equipped
service professionals for continuous, efficient
and reliable site-support operations.

At Peax we believe in providing end-to-end
solutions, helping client to focus on their
business and move away from the hassle of
procuring, maintaining, and operating their
equipment. Our philosophy is to ensure
lowering our client’s capital investment thus
creating a long-term winning partnership.

Our most important asset is people, thus
we take the extra step in providing our staff
the necessary skills, education and development
required to carry out a quality practice.
We have developed a new breed of talents
well capable of coping with today’s ever
growing and challenging demands of power
and equipment hire.

Whether you are in contracting, oil & gas
or petrochemical business, running a cold
store, a shopping mall or any other type
of business that requires a reliable source
of power and equipment rental solution,
starting from small individual unit up to multi
mega power projects and turnkey solutions,
Peax would be delighted to hear from you,
study your needs and provide the right
solution that meets your exacting needs and
helps you lowering your capital investment.

From initial discussion with the customer
to procurement, equipment selection,

Power Rental Solution Across the GCC

Let us take care of your power and rental needs,
while you fully focus on running your business.

The Peax Team

Large Power
Generators

Small Power
Generators

Air Compressors

Light Towers

Fork Lift Trucks

Technical, Engineering
& Maintenance Support

"Peax reaches across Saudi Arabia and regionally
to provide total solutions accompanied by technical expertise
and unrivalled engineering support"
5
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Air Compressors
Diesel powered portable air
compressors ranging from
100–900 cfm at operating
pressure from 6 to 24 bar.

Rental Fleet
Peax customers are drawn from key industries
and economic sectors including construction,
industrial facilities, oil, gas, petrochemicals,
mining, ports, marine, airports, logistics, and
cargo as well as the events and hospitality
sectors. We closely align our innovative range
of services to meet the demands and

objectives of an increasing customer base
across Saudi Arabia and the GCC region.
Peax is ready to provide a range of customized
turnkey solutions for on-demand rental for any
period to meet customer requirements.

Large Power
Generators
State-of-the art,
compact-sized,
super-silent sound
attenuated
diesel-powered
generator sets with the
utmost technologies
available; intelligent
logical controllers, dual
frequency and multiple
output voltage. Units
up to 2,000KW of
continuous power rating to meet
the most demanding applications and
sites operating conditions.

Welding Machines
Peax diesel driven and portable
welding machines up to 500 Amps.
cover wide range of applications.

Small Power Generators
Ranging from 20 kW to 600 kW
for single run or multiple units
in parallel. The engine and
accessories are heavy-duty
industrial type, water-cooled,
diesel engines with dual
frequency and multiple voltage.
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Light Towers
Diesel powered mobile
light towers for outdoor
use especially designed
for rigs and remote
construction sites.

Fork Lift Trucks
PEAX fleet include diesel
powered, LPG and electric
forklifts, set up for various
terrain applications. PEAX
forklifts range from 2 to 16
tonnes of lifting capacities.
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Temporary Power Plants
Peax temporary power plants are optimum solutions providing quick and easy
to install power sources. Stable, reliable and proven to deliver uninterrupted
power supply Off-grid as well as On-grid support capabilities.
Advantages

Benefits

• Reliable power solutions
for multiple MW projects

• Fast track installation

• Low & medium voltage
• Custom-built solutions

• Team support to select the
optimum system suitable for your
application and site conditions

• Turnkey project capabilities
with leading edge technologies

• Flexible and scaleable

• Main grid auto-synchronization
capabilities
• Short lead times from design,
installation, commissioning
and start-up

• Whether single or multiple units,
low or medium voltage, Peax will
design, install and operate the
optimum power source to fulfill
requirements

• Reduced capital investment
for customers

• Fuel supply and management
support

• Turnkey solutions

• Quality Control & safety assurance
• High-availability on demand

"Peax provides on-demand power equipment for large
scale projects both government and private sector"
9
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Sectors and applications:
• Oil & Gas

• Mining and Extraction Industries

• Construction & Contracting

• Industrial Services

• Manufacturing

• Port and Marine Services

• Events and Hospitality

• Cargo Handling and Logistics

• Infrastructure

• Public Utilities

• Petrochemicals

• Telecommunications

• Governmental Sectors

• Aviation and Airport Services

• Malls and Shopping Complexes

• Off-Grid Power Demand

Oil & Gas Industry
Peax has in-depth understanding and a proven track
record in providing suitable and flexible solutions
to upstream and downstream operations.
Peax provides equipment and services to the
energy supply chain. In addition, to
petrochemicals and mining, Peax is playing
a leadership role in rental solutions supplying
power and related equipment to support the
complete cycle of site operations.

• Power, lighting, compressed air and
materials handling during construction phase
• Power supply at early stage
for testing purposes
• Power supply to overcome any delay
in power supply from the grid
• Shut-down services

“We thank your service department for their dedicated workmanship for keeping
the machines live, working. And we look forward for your continuous support.”
T N Joyson, GSCC LTD
11
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Sectors and Applications

Construction Industry
The dynamic growth in the building
and construction sector is increasing
the demand for equipment rentals
as contractors look to reduce
capital outlays.

• General Contractors
• Engineering, Procurement
& Construction (EPC) Contractors
• Building & Construction
• Mechanical & Civil Engineering

Peax is providing on-demand
rental solutions to deal with on-site
requirements for power and ancillary
materials handling equipment.

"The turnkey approach taken by Peax provides a complete
solution in every location however remote"
13
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Sectors and Applications

Manufacturing Industry
Whatever the final products, power supply
and material handling requirements cannot be
compromised in any manufacturing facility.
Peax has a large rental fleet that can help your
plant move your raw materials and store your
final product.

In addition to materials handling,
on-demand power generation is vital in
meeting the industrial expansion and
infrastructure development shaping
the region.

"On-Demand Power generation and material handling"
15
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Sectors and Applications

Events & Hospitality
From social events to sporting and
business gatherings, Peax provides a range
of equipment and services to customers.
Peax provides responsive customer services
to deal with every requirement.

• Trade Shows
• Exhibitions
• Product Launches
• Social Events
• Meetings, Conferences
& Seminars

"Peax provides power supply for special events and hospitality
from weddings to product launches and national festivals."
17
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Technical Services
& Support
Power rental and equipment supply are supported by state-of-the-art technical services.
• 24/7 availability for on-site
operational and service support

• Remote site monitoring and support
programs for continuous operations

• Minimal down-time

• Fleet tracking and monitoring

• Scheduled preventative
maintenance programs

• ISO certified

• Qualified technical and engineering
support in the field

• On-call and rapid deployment
in the field support
• Toll free 24/7

• Proven experience in challenging
conditions and remote locations

"GPS monitoring and instant service support"
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Our Locations
Operating from its headquarter
and branches in Saudi Arabia,
Peax extends its service to other
GCC countries. Clients receive 24/7
service support through main
locations & many satellite offices.

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

"Responsive and practical with high availability
and mobile technical services across the kingdom"
21
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